Fano Resonance Membrane Reflectors from Mid-Infrared to Far-Infrared

ABSTRACT
We report here single layer ultra-compact Fano resonance photonic crystal membrane reflectors at mid-infrared and far-infrared bands, based on single layer crystalline Si membranes. High performance reflectors were designed for surface-normal incidence illumination with center operation wavelengths of 1.5 um, 8 um, and 75 um, respectively. Large area patterned membrane reflectors were also fabricated and transferred onto glass substrates based on PDMS stamp assisted membrane transfer processes. Close to 100% reflection was obtained at ~76 um, with a single
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Compact broadband reflectors (BBRs) are of great importance for optoelectronic devices and photonic integrated circuits like lasers, photodetectors, solar cells, and sensors, etc. Traditionally, they can be realized by using metal films or stacked dielectric thin films. Metal films can offer larger reflection bandwidth but are limited by their intrinsic absorption losses. Stacked dielectric thin films can achieve very low losses. But they typically require many individual layers with stringent refractive index and thickness tolerances for each layer. It becomes more of an engineering challenge to realize extremely high reflection DBRs at longer wavelengths, including mid-IR, far-IR, and THz frequencies, due to the scaling of quarter-wavelength stack dielectrics.

Recently, BBRs based on Fano resonance, or guided mode resonance [1, 2], have attracted great attention, where high reflections can be obtained with a single layer one-dimensional (1D) grating, or a two-dimensional photonic crystal slab (2D PCS) structure. By properly controlling the design parameters, very broadband reflectors can be obtained. Based on crystalline membrane transfer, high performance membrane reflectors (MRs) at near-IR (1550nm) have been reported recently based on crystalline Si on SOI and on glass substrates. [3, 4]

We report here single layer ultra-compact Si MRs at mid-infrared and far-infrared bands, based on suspended air-clad structure. High performance reflectors were designed for surface-normal incidence with center operation wavelengths of 1.5 μm, ~8 μm, and 75 μm, respectively. Large area patterned membrane reflectors were also fabricated and transferred onto glass substrates based on PDMS stamp assisted membrane transfer process. Close to 100% reflection was obtained at ~76 μm, with a single layer Si membrane thickness of 18 μm.

The design was done based on finite difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation and rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) techniques. A sketch of Si MR on glass is shown in Fig. 1(a). Shown in Figs. 1(b-d) are the simulated reflector performances for designs at three different wavelength bands. All designs are based on suspended (in air) Si MR configurations. Broadband reflection with 100% peak reflection is possible for all designed wavelength bands, with the optimal selection of lattice parameters and Si thicknesses.

![Fig. 1](a) 3D sketch of a Si membrane reflector with a patterned 2D air hole square lattice photonic crystal structure on glass substrate; (b-d) Simulated reflector performances for designs at three different wavelength bands. Key design parameters shown are Si thickness (t), lattice constant (a), and air hole radius (r).

Large-area Si MRs were fabricated based on photolithography and deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) process on SOI substrates. The patterned Si membrane structures were later released by selective buffered HF (BHF) etching of buried oxide (BOX) layer underneath, and transferred onto foreign substrates, based on wet transfer technique.[5] Shown in Fig.2 is the
device structure and measured reflection spectra for a MR structure with design center-wavelength of 8 μm. Both top and cross-sectional scanning electron micrograph (SEM) images are shown in Fig. 2(a), along with a 1 x 1 cm² MR reflector micrograph shown in the inset. Shown in Fig. 2(b) is a reflection spectrum measured at 23.6° off-surface-normal using a 15x, 0.4NA reflecting lens associated with a micro-Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. Notice that the peak reflection band at ~ 8 μm overlaps the strong absorption band associated with the buried oxide layer of the SOI used for the reflector, therefore the peak reflection of the MR at this wavelength band will be limited by the oxide absorption. Improved reflection would thus be possible by removing the buried oxide underneath the Si MR.

Similarly, far-IR MR reflector was designed and fabricated on SOI substrates, with a Si membrane thickness of 18 μm and a center wavelength of 75 μm. The patterned Si membrane structures were later released and transferred onto glass substrates. In order to minimize the impact of the buried oxide, a suspended Si MR reflector structure was designed and fabricated whereby the center region of the glass substrate was etched away. A SEM micrograph of this structure is shown in Fig. 3(a), for a far-IR MR reflector transferred to glass, with a center opening producing a suspended Si MR reflector. Also shown in Fig. 3(a) are top and cross-sectional SEM images. Shown in Fig. 3(b) are measured and simulated surface-normal reflection spectra derived from FTIR transmission measurements. Assuming no absorption in the spectral band, we can obtain close to 100% reflection at roughly 76 μm wavelength. The absolute reflection of these optical elements is ongoing and is being obtained by measuring the finesse of a Fabry-Perot cavity formed by a pair of these Si MR reflectors.
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